RePL Casual Trainers
About the business
National Drones Institute is an industry leader in the RPAS training field. Our extensive background in
aviation as well as in the operation of remotely piloted aircraft systems puts us at the forefront of
delivery for our CASA certified training programs. At National Drones Institute, we have trained
students from Government and Law Enforcement Agencies, tertiary education facilities, famed
cinematographers and nationwide survey companies to name just a few. We provide both online and
in person training Australia wide. In order to meet the increasing need for our training courses we are
looking for casual trainers to join the National Drones Institute team across Australia.
About the role
Due to increasing business needs we have an opportunity for casual trainers to join our growing team
across Australia to conduct in classroom training as well in field training for our RePL training courses.
The type of people you will train would vary from recreational pilots wanting to get qualified to large
government organisations and enterprises wanting to train their teams for inhouse flying. Travel may
be required in the role. from online and in person training Australia wide. In order to meet the
increasing need for our training courses we are looking for casual trainers to join the National Drones
Institute team across Australia. The role will require:
-

Ability to deliver technical and practical content to consumers and business alike
Take ownership over the course success and ensure facilities are set up, course material
ready and practical field requirements are met
Ability to liaise with a variety of people and learner types
Be highly organised and efficient
Great communicator and bring energy to the job

Benefits and perks
You will join a fast paced, exciting team in a growing business with an opportunity to be part of an
emerging industry. You will learn from and be mentored by people within the business that have
extensive aviation and RPAS knowledge.
Skills and experience
We are looking for someone who brings the following skills:
-

Remote Pilot License up to 25kg multi rotor

-

Desired fixed wing RePL

-

Aviation background or strong demonstrated understanding, or equivalent technical
qualifications/experience

-

Strong presentation skills with ability to connect with their audience

-

Training qualifications or previous experience in training/teaching

-

Positive attitude and highly personable

Contact
Please send through cover letter and resume to careers@nationaldrones.com

